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Medic!How I Fought World War II with Morphine, Sulfa, and Iodine SwabsU of
Nebraska Press
It was the first and only time during combat operations in the Pacific theater that
an Army Air Force unit would land with U.S. Marine assault elements across a
hostile beach. The date was February 24, 1945 (D+5), and the beach on which
the men of the 386th Air Service Group (ASG), U.S. Army Air Force (USAAF)
landed was given the name of a color - Red. They possessed few of the combat
skills Marine infantrymen would have had. They weren't trained to close with and
destroy an enemy through close combat. They were specialists, trained in skills
totally alien to the Marine "grunts" swarming ashore. Their skills, however, were
critical to the successful execution and completion of Operation Detachment
(code name for the island and battle destined to become legendary in the history
of World War II). Red beach was one of the black sand beaches on the eastern
shore of the island named - Iwo Jima. This is a brief history of the 386th ASG,
USAAF. Their story could have been lost to history except for the tenacity of a
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few of the units veterans and their descendants. It's the account of a group of
men who could accomplish almost anything asked of them. They worked 24/7 for
months, without complaint, in an environment fraught with danger and instant
death. They were part of a generation of Americans whose self-sacrifice,
courage, and love of country set them apart from every other generation. These
men were members of the generation that saved civilization as we know it, "The
Greatest Generation," and they are nearly all gone now. Fortunately, their story
survives and should serve as an inspiration to those generations of Americans
who follow after them.
From Stephen E. Ambrose, bestselling author of Band of Brothers and D-Day,
the inspiring story of the ordinary men of the U.S. army in northwest Europe from
the day after D-Day until the end of the bitterest days of World War II. In this
riveting account, historian Stephen E. Ambrose continues where he left off in his
#1 bestseller D-Day. Citizen Soldiers opens at 0001 hours, June 7, 1944, on the
Normandy beaches, and ends at 0245 hours, May 7, 1945, with the allied victory.
It is biography of the US Army in the European Theater of Operations, and
Ambrose again follows the individual characters of this noble, brutal, and tragic
war. From the high command down to the ordinary soldier, Ambrose draws on
hundreds of interviews to re-create the war experience with startling clarity and
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immediacy. From the hedgerows of Normandy to the overrunning of Germany,
Ambrose tells the real story of World War II from the perspective of the men and
women who fought it.
Lt. Gen. George S. Patton remarked that the “45th Infantry Division is one of the
best, if not the best division that the American army has ever produced.” Such
praise came at a steep price, for the 45th saw some of the fiercest fighting in the
European campaign—from Sicily to Anzio and from southern France into
Germany—and racked up one of the highest casualty rates. Through it all, medic
Robert “Doc Joe” Franklin—drafted in 1942 and thrust into combat with no
specific training or knowledge for treating war wounds—soldiered on, fighting as
hard to keep his men alive as the enemy fought to kill them. His medical story,
one of the first of World War II, is told here with simplicity, unflinching honesty,
and grit. Studded with memorable vignettes—of a friend who “smells” the
Germans long before they appear, the dog that acts as an artillery spotter, the
lieutenant who can’t see beyond a few hundred feet—Franklin’s memoir
documents the almost unbearable drama of ground gained and lives lost as well
as the terrible human toll of battle on himself, his comrades, and civilians quite
literally caught in the crossfire. A rare look at the fight for lives laid on the line,
Medic! brings to life as never before the reality of war.
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The Jade Locket and the Red Star: An Untold History of the Invasion of Okinawa
and Why Korea Is Now Two Countries Instead of One by Joan Uda Few people
know that North Korea and South Korea were a single nation until July 1945 as
WWII was ending in the Pacific. That was when an American committee, to
prevent Joseph Stalin's Red Army from taking all of Korea, drew a line at the 38th
Parallel separating the north from the south. In early 1946 the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Joint
Commission was formed, to work with the U.S.S.R. to find a way to reunite North
and South Korea under a single government. My father, Major Warren W.
McAllister, U.S. Army, was Secretary to the American delegation. This memoir,
tracks Dad's war years through his service in military intelligence and military
government during the Okinawa campaign and into Korea where he served with
the Joint Commission and went on to rebuild the casualty insurance part of South
Korea's economy. The jade locket, for which the memoir is named, was given to
Dad in thanks by four South Korean insurance companies after he was ordered
home. The memoir begins with my father's birth on a small Iowa farm in 1911,
and ends after his death in 1991. It is also my own story as Dad's adopted
daughter, and documents my powerful attachment to him from infancy--shown in
my recently-obtained adoption papers. It includes my late-in-life curiosity about
my birth parents, and the way I at last obtained my adoption file. This memoir is
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based on Dad's military file of orders and other military documents, plus letters,
photos, and other documents.
The injustices of 1940s Jim Crow America are brought to life in this extraordinary
blend of military and social history—a story that pays tribute to the valor of an allblack battalion whose crucial contributions at D-Day have gone unrecognized to
this day. In the early hours of June 6, 1944, the 320th Barrage Balloon Battalion,
a unit of African-American soldiers, landed on the beaches of France. Their
orders were to man a curtain of armed balloons meant to deter enemy aircraft.
One member of the 320th would be nominated for the Medal of Honor, an award
he would never receive. The nation’s highest decoration was not given to black
soldiers in World War II. Drawing on newly uncovered military records and
dozens of original interviews with surviving members of the 320th and their
families, Linda Hervieux tells the story of these heroic men charged with an
extraordinary mission, whose contributions to one of the most celebrated events
in modern history have been overlooked. Members of the 320th—Wilson Monk, a
jack-of-all-trades from Atlantic City; Henry Parham, the son of sharecroppers
from rural Virginia; William Dabney, an eager 17-year-old from Roanoke, Virginia;
Samuel Mattison, a charming romantic from Columbus, Ohio—and thousands of
other African Americans were sent abroad to fight for liberties denied them at
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home. In England and Europe, these soldiers discovered freedom they had not
known in a homeland that treated them as second-class citizens—experiences
they carried back to America, fueling the budding civil rights movement. In telling
the story of the 320th Barrage Balloon Battalion, Hervieux offers a vivid account
of the tension between racial politics and national service in wartime America,
and a moving narrative of human bravery and perseverance in the face of
injustice.
Racial and ethnic disparities in health care are known to reflect access to care and other
issues that arise from differing socioeconomic conditions. There is, however, increasing
evidence that even after such differences are accounted for, race and ethnicity remain
significant predictors of the quality of health care received. In Unequal Treatment, a panel of
experts documents this evidence and explores how persons of color experience the health
care environment. The book examines how disparities in treatment may arise in health care
systems and looks at aspects of the clinical encounter that may contribute to such disparities.
Patients' and providers' attitudes, expectations, and behavior are analyzed. How to intervene?
Unequal Treatment offers recommendations for improvements in medical care financing,
allocation of care, availability of language translation, community-based care, and other
arenas. The committee highlights the potential of cross-cultural education to improve providerpatient communication and offers a detailed look at how to integrate cross-cultural learning
within the health professions. The book concludes with recommendations for data collection
and research initiatives. Unequal Treatment will be vitally important to health care
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policymakers, administrators, providers, educators, and students as well as advocates for
people of color.
In World War I, 104 African American doctors joined the United States Army to care for the
40,000 men of the 92nd and 93rd Divisions, the Army's only black combat units. The infantry
regiments of the 93rd arrived first and were turned over to the French to fill gaps in their
decimated lines. The 92nd Division came later and fought alongside other American units.
Some of those doctors rose to prominence; others died young or later succumbed to the
economic and social challenges of the times. Beginning with their assignment to the Medical
Officers Training Camp (Colored)--the only one in U.S. history--this book covers the early
years, education and war experiences of these physicians, as well as their careers in the black
communities of early 20th century America.
'Springbok' was a term used to describe the 200,000 white South African men who volunteered
to serve during the Second World War. Volunteers developed bonds of comradeship, and rites
of passage were expressed in the idiom of 'the front'. Without exception, volunteers nurtured
hopes for some form of post-war 'social justice'. Neil Roos provides a fresh approach in
considering comradeship and social justice ethnographically, as a way of focusing on ordinary
Springboks' expectations and experiences during and after the war. As troops were
demobilized, the contradictions of social justice in a colonial society were exposed. The
majority of white veterans used the memory of service to stake their claim as white men who
had served their country, and to negotiate a better position for themselves within the context of
segregated colonial society. However, social justice amongst white veterans did not
necessarily assume a racist character. A small group of radical white veterans invoked their
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war experience and traditions of anti-fascism to challenge the very precepts of racialized South
African society. These veterans featured in the struggle against apartheid during the 1950s,
and were especially prominent in the shift towards armed resistance to apartheid in 1961.
Drawing heavily on the testimony of veterans, the book includes previously unreferenced
documentary and visual material on the history of white servicemen, including official
responses such as military intelligence reports on the political mood of serving soldiers, as well
as material produced by veterans' organisations, such as the Springbok Legion, the War
Veterans' Torch Commando and the Memorable Order of Tin Hats (MOTH). Roos offers a new
framework for examining the social, cultural and political history of whites (and whiteness) in
South Africa. The book will appeal to those interested in the elaboration of apartheid society
and the types of acceptance and resistance that it engendered, and will also co
For the first time, this book tells the collective story of how our troops were supported and
cared for by dedicated teams of doctors, nurses, dentists, ambulance officers, orderlies and
sanitation and hygiene workers, and the important role of veterinarians in caring for horses.-The war in Vietnam was a bitter and unpopular conflict for the American soldiers and people
back home. It was also a war where the media played a big role. Both French colonial rule and
the American intervention in Vietnam failed, but why?Find out inside! Discover a timeline telling
the story of the conflict and explore the battles, technology and tactics of combat. Imagine
you're in the humid jungles of Vietnam, the Vietcong ready to ambush your squad any minute
and booby traps lay hidden across the ground and you're only a teenager. That was the
experience for many Americans in the sixties.
"This book contains authentic photographs and salient facts covering 358 troopships used in
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World War II. In addition, other vessels of miscellaneous character, including Victory and
Liberty type temporary conversions for returning troops, are listed in the appendices ..."--Pref.
From cooking to medicine, from engineering to art, chemistry—the science of molecules—is
everywhere. A celebration of the molecules of chemistry, Every Molecule Tells a Story
celebrates the molecules responsible for the experiences of everyday life: the air we breathe;
the water we drink; the chemicals that fuel our living; the steroids that give us sex; the colours
of the seasons; the drugs that heal us; and the scented molecules that enrich our diet and our
encounters with each other. You can’t see them, but you know that they are there. Unveiling
the structures of poisonous "natural" substances and beneficial man-made molecules, this
book brushes away any preconceived notions about chemistry to demonstrate why and how
molecules matter.
Ernest Hemingway witnessed many of the seminal conflicts of the twentieth century—from his
post as a Red Cross ambulance driver during World War I to his nearly twenty-five years as a
war correspondent for The Toronto Star—and he recorded them with matchless power. This
landmark volume brings together Hemingway’s most important and timeless writings about the
nature of human combat. Passages from his beloved World War I novel, A Farewell to Arms,
and For Whom the Bell Tolls, about the Spanish Civil War, offer an unparalleled portrayal of
the physical and psychological impact of war and its aftermath. Selections from Across the
River and into the Trees vividly evoke an emotionally scarred career soldier in the twilight of life
as he reflects on the nature of war. Classic short stories, such as “In Another Country” and
“The Butterfly and the Tank,” stand alongside excerpts from Hemingway’s first book of short
stories, In Our Time, and his only full-length play, The Fifth Column. With captivating selections
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from Hemingway’s journalism—from his coverage of the Greco-Turkish War of 1919–22 to a
legendary early interview with Mussolini to his jolting eyewitness account of the Allied invasion
of Normandy on June 6, 1944—Hemingway on War collects the author’s most penetrating
chronicles of perseverance and defeat, courage and fear, and love and loss in the midst of
modern warfare.
New York Times Bestseller: A “powerful and epic story . . . the best account of infantry combat
I have ever read” (Col. David Hackworth, author of About Face). In November 1965, some 450
men of the First Battalion, Seventh Cavalry, under the command of Lt. Col. Harold Moore,
were dropped into a small clearing in the Ia Drang Valley. They were immediately surrounded
by 2,000 North Vietnamese soldiers. Three days later, only two and a half miles away, a sister
battalion was brutally slaughtered. Together, these actions at the landing zones X-Ray and
Albany constituted one of the most savage and significant battles of the Vietnam War. They
were the first major engagements between the US Army and the People’s Army of Vietnam.
How these Americans persevered—sacrificing themselves for their comrades and never giving
up—creates a vivid portrait of war at its most devastating and inspiring. Lt. Gen. Moore and
Joseph L. Galloway—the only journalist on the ground throughout the fighting—interviewed
hundreds of men who fought in the battle, including the North Vietnamese commanders. Their
poignant account rises above the ordeal it chronicles to depict men facing the ultimate
challenge, dealing with it in ways they would have once found unimaginable. It reveals to us,
as rarely before, man’s most heroic and horrendous endeavor.
A history of the Chinese experience in WWII, named a Book of the Year by both the Economist
and the Financial Times: “Superb” (The New York Times Book Review). In 1937, two years
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before Hitler invaded Poland, Chinese troops clashed with Japanese occupiers in the first
battle of World War II. Joining with the United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain,
China became the fourth great ally in a devastating struggle for its very survival. In this book,
prize-winning historian Rana Mitter unfurls China’s drama of invasion, resistance, slaughter,
and political intrigue as never before. Based on groundbreaking research, this gripping
narrative focuses on a handful of unforgettable characters, including Chiang Kai-shek, Mao
Zedong, and Chiang’s American chief of staff, “Vinegar Joe” Stilwell—and also recounts the
sacrifice and resilience of everyday Chinese people through the horrors of bombings, famines,
and the infamous Rape of Nanking. More than any other twentieth-century event, World War II
was crucial in shaping China’s worldview, making Forgotten Ally both a definitive work of
history and an indispensable guide to today’s China and its relationship with the West.
An instant New York Times bestseller! Alan Gratz, bestselling author of Refugee, weaves a
stunning array of voices and stories into an epic tale of teamwork in the face of tyranny -- and
how just one day can change the world.
The legacy of the Black Panther Party's commitment to community health care, a central
aspect of its fight for social justice

A New York Times bestseller! “Lively and absorbing. . ." — The New York Times
Book Review "Engrossing." —Wall Street Journal “Entertaining and wellresearched . . . ” —Houston Chronicle Three noted Texan writers combine forces
to tell the real story of the Alamo, dispelling the myths, exploring why they had
their day for so long, and explaining why the ugly fight about its meaning is now
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coming to a head. Every nation needs its creation myth, and since Texas was a
nation before it was a state, it's no surprise that its myths bite deep. There's no
piece of history more important to Texans than the Battle of the Alamo, when
Davy Crockett and a band of rebels went down in a blaze of glory fighting for
independence from Mexico, losing the battle but setting Texas up to win the war.
However, that version of events, as Forget the Alamo definitively shows, owes
more to fantasy than reality. Just as the site of the Alamo was left in ruins for
decades, its story was forgotten and twisted over time, with the contributions of
Tejanos--Texans of Mexican origin, who fought alongside the Anglo
rebels--scrubbed from the record, and the origin of the conflict over Mexico's
push to abolish slavery papered over. Forget the Alamo provocatively explains
the true story of the battle against the backdrop of Texas's struggle for
independence, then shows how the sausage of myth got made in the Jim Crow
South of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. As uncomfortable as it
may be to hear for some, celebrating the Alamo has long had an echo of
celebrating whiteness. In the past forty-some years, waves of revisionists have
come at this topic, and at times have made real progress toward a more nuanced
and inclusive story that doesn't alienate anyone. But we are not living in one of
those times; the fight over the Alamo's meaning has become more pitched than
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ever in the past few years, even violent, as Texas's future begins to look more
and more different from its past. It's the perfect time for a wise and generousspirited book that shines the bright light of the truth into a place that's gotten
awfully dark.
In this book I have written about some aspects of the war which, I believe, the
world must know and remember, not only as a memorial of men's courage in
tragic years, but as a warning of what will happen again--surely--if a heritage of
evil and of folly is not cut out of the hearts of peoples. Here it is the reality of
modern warfare not only as it appears to British soldiers, of whom I can tell, but
to soldiers on all the fronts where conditions were the same.
The nearly half-million American aircrewmen who served during World War II
have almost disappeared. And so have their stories. Award-winning writer and
former fighter pilot Jay A. Stout uses Unsung Eagles to save an exciting
collection of those accounts from oblivion. These are not rehashed tales from the
hoary icons of the war. Rather, they are stories from the masses of largely
unrecognized men who—in the aggregate—actually won it. They are the
recollections of your Uncle Frank who shared them only after having enjoyed a
beer or nine, and of your old girlfriend’s grandfather who passed away about the
same time she dumped you. And of the craggy guy who ran the town’s salvage
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yard; a dusty, fly-specked B-24 model hung over the counter. These are
“everyman” accounts that are important but fast disappearing. Ray Crandall
describes how he was nearly knocked into the Pacific by a heavy cruiser’s main
battery during the Second Battle of the Philippine Sea. Jesse Barker—a displaced
dive-bomber pilot—tells of dodging naval bombardments in the stinking mud of
Guadalcanal. Bob Popeney relates how his friend and fellow A-20 pilot was
blown out of formation by German antiaircraft fire: “I could see the inside of the
airplane—and I could see Nordstrom's eyes. He looked confused…and then
immediately he flipped up and went tumbling down.” The combat careers of 22
different pilots from all the services are captured in this crisply written book which
captivates the reader not only as an engaging oral history, but also puts personal
context into the great air battles of World War II. Lt. Colonel (Ret.) Jay Stout is a
former Marine Corps fighter pilot who flew F-4 Phantoms and F/A-18 Hornets
during a military career from 1981 to 2001. A graduate of Purdue University, he
has also written FORTRESS PLOESTI, FIGHTER GROUP and THE MEN WHO
KILLED THE LUFTWAFFE .
Traces the achievements of the World War II regiments under Felix Sparks,
documenting their clashes with Hitler's elite troops in Sicily and Alerno and their
heroic liberation of the Dachau concentration camp. By the best-selling author of
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The Bedford Boys. 60,000 first printing.
In 1916, Holbert Nixon, brought his bride, Beatrice, to the coal mining village of
Revere in southwestern Pennsylvania to begin his first medical practice. He had
signed an agreement with a coal company to care for the several hundred
immigrants who lived in the village and worked in the Revere mine. Before he
could treat anyone, however, he discovered that he had to learn how to
communicate since his patients spoke in foreign dialects. Even their names were
hard to pronounce. Although struggling with these early challenges, he and Bea
happily settled in to the simple country life and had a baby daughter. Then, in
September, 1918, disaster struck. Villagers sickened in rapid succession in the
flu pandemic that killed quickly and indiscriminately throughout the world. This is
a true story of Nixon's heroic fight to save the lives of an entire town from
history's most lethal influenza virus that killed more people in a year than the
Black Death killed in a century.
The instant classic that changed the way we saw World War II and an entire
generation of Americans, from the beloved journalist whose own iconic career
has lasted more than fifty years. In this magnificent testament to a nation and her
people, Tom Brokaw brings to life the extraordinary stories of a generation that
gave new meaning to courage, sacrifice, and honor. From military heroes to
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community leaders to ordinary citizens, he profiles men and women who served
their country with valor, then came home and transformed it: Senator Daniel
Inouye, decorated at the front, fighting prejudice at home; Martha Settle Putney,
one of the first black women to serve in the newly formed WACs; Charles Van
Gorder, a doctor who set up a MASH-like medical facility in the middle of battle,
then opened a small clinic in his hometown; Navy pilot and future president
George H. W. Bush, assigned to read the mail of the enlisted men under him,
who says that in doing so he “learned about life”; and many other laudable
Americans. To this generation that gave so much and asked so little, Brokaw
offers eloquent tribute in true stories of everyday heroes in extraordinary times.
Praise for The Greatest Generation “Moving . . . a tribute to the members of the
World War II generation to whom we Americans and the world owe so
much.”—The New York Times Book Review “Full of wonderful, wrenching tales of
a generation of heroes. Tom Brokaw reminds us what we are capable of as a
people. An inspiring read for those who wish their spirits lifted.”—Colin L. Powell
“Offers welcome inspiration . . . It is impossible to read even a few of these
accounts and not be touched by the book’s overarching message: We who
followed this generation have lived in the midst of greatness.”—The Washington
Times “Entirely compelling.”—The Wall Street Journal
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Leo Litwak was a university student when he joined the Army to fight in World
War II, "a na've, callow eighteen-year-old son prepared to join other soldier boys
being hauled off to war." In 1944 he found himself in Belgium, in the middle of the
waning European war, a medic trained to save lives but often powerless to do
much more than watch life slip away. It was hard fighting that took Litwak and his
rifle company into the heart of Germany at the close of the war. But Litwak
learned there was more to war than fighting, more to understand than maps and
ammunition. In the final months of the war, he watched the men in his company
tenderly serve food at a Passover seder for a dozen brutalized Jewish women
newly liberated from slavery. He watched those same men torture and execute
defenseless German soldiers. He fell in love at the Moulin Rouge in a scene
straight out of a Toulouse-Lautrec painting. The men in his company were
dreamers, thieves, friends, killers, revolutionaries, and heroes. They were the
men of their time: sometimes brave, sometimes compassionate, sometimes
cruel, sometimes loving, usually scared. They were held together by loyalty, only
to be scattered by the war's end. The Medic is the gritty, wise, bighearted, and
unflinching account of one man's quest to find sense in war and its aftermath.
This book focuses on the trench diseases—trench fever, trench nephritis and
trench foot—and examines how doctors responded to them in the context of the
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Great War. It details the problems that they faced in tackling these conditions,
“new” to military warfare. After an introduction to the subject, the second chapter
sketches the socio-economic and scientific context within which the response
was mounted. The development of bacteriology, sanitation and medical research
in the British Army is examined, as is the structure and role of the wartime
RAMC, the main body involved in the response to the trench diseases. Divisions
between medical practitioners concerning the aetiology of epidemic disease are
also described. The third and fourth chapters present a detailed inquiry into how
the diseases were defined, and how these definitions were used to counteract
them. The effectiveness of the medical response is evaluated in the conclusion,
which also examines the impact that the response to the trench diseases had on
military-medical progress and medical specialisation. An analysis of the medical
response to the trench diseases reveals a conflict between clinicians holding
views on disease causation along a spectrum—contagionists, contingentcontagionists and con-figurationists. Faced with their inability to treat the trench
diseases effectively, the book argues that the extremely diverse initial
interpretation of the trench diseases was replaced by a majority view that all
three were a product of the trenches. This enabled an effective response to be
mounted, using public health methods, reinforced by discipline, close
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surveillance, administrative organisation, and cooperation between military and
medical branches, as well as within the Army Medical Service.
As a combat medical aidman of Company B, 1st Medical Battalion, First Infantry
Division, Allen N. Towne experienced some of the pivotal events of World War II.
“Doctor B,” as his unit was known, was attached to the 18th Regimental Combat
Team and moved with them, providing continuous close medical support.
Covering both little-known engagements, and such historic moments as the
campaign in Sicily and the D Day landings at Omaha Beach, this book is both a
memoir and a history of one of the war’s most impressive units. The text is
based on both official “morning reports” and the author’s personal notes,
providing accuracy as well as human insight. In Doctor Danger Forward (“danger
forward” was the code name of the First Division headquarters), Towne, who
received the Bronze Star and Oak Leaf Cluster for his heroism at Omaha Beach
and Normandy, chronicles events both epic and intimate, profoundly serious as
well as humorous. There are numerous maps and photographs, including many
taken by the author.
Militærhistorie, krigshistorie, 2. Verdenskrig, Juni 1944. D-dag. Operation
Overlord og Operation Neptune. De allieredes invasion af Normandiet i
Nordvestfrankrig. De amerikanske troppers landsætning på Omaha Beach
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(Omaha Beachhead) beskrives. Bogen er rigt illustreret og forsynet med et meget
omfattende og fyldigt kortmateriale. Fra bogens hovedoverskrifter: Operation
Neptune. Assault plan. D-Day, the landings. Assault of the bluffs. Advance
inland, Vierville area, St. Laurent Area. Attainment of D-days objectives(7-8
June), Trevieres-Tour-en-Bessin ( 1st Division), Grandcamp-Isigny area (29th
Division), Improvement at the Beach, the Enemy Side. The Attack of 9-11 June,
Advance to Cerisy Forest ( 1st and 2d Division), Across the Lower Aure (29th
Division), The Enemy Side. The Attack of 12-13 June, Advance to Caumont,
Crossing the Elle River, Action West of the Vire, The enemy Side. Conclusion.
*Includes pictures *Includes accounts of fighting written by soldiers *Includes a
bibliography for further reading *Includes a table of contents "God would never be
cruel enough to create a cyclone as terrible as that Argonne battle. Only man
would ever think of doing an awful thing like that. It looked like 'the abomination
of desolation' must look like. And all through the long night those big guns
flashed and growled just like the lightning and the thunder when it storms in the
mountains at home. And, oh my, we had to pass the wounded. And some of
them were on stretchers going back to the dressing stations, and some of them
were lying around, moaning and twitching. And the dead were all along the road.
And it was wet and cold. And it all made me think of the Bible and the story of the
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Anti-Christ and Armageddon. And I'm telling you the little log cabin in Wolf Valley
in old Tennessee seemed a long long way off." - Alvin C. York World War I, also
known in its time as the "Great War" or the "War to End all Wars," was an
unprecedented holocaust in terms of its sheer scale. Fought by men who hailed
from all corners of the globe, it saw millions of soldiers do battle in brutal assaults
of attrition which dragged on for months with little to no respite. Tens of millions
of artillery shells and untold hundreds of millions of rifle and machine gun bullets
were fired in a conflict that demonstrated man's capacity to kill each other on a
heretofore unprecedented scale, and as always, such a war brought about
technological innovation at a rate that made the boom of the Industrial Revolution
seem stagnant. The enduring image of World War I is of men stuck in muddy
trenches, and of vast armies deadlocked in a fight neither could win. It was a war
of barbed wire, poison gas, and horrific losses as officers led their troops on
mass charges across No Man's Land and into a hail of bullets. While these
impressions are all too true, they hide the fact that trench warfare was dynamic
and constantly evolving throughout the war as all armies struggled to find a way
to break through the opposing lines. Though World War I is almost synonymous
with trench warfare, that method of combat was nothing new. There had been
extensive use of trenches during the later stages of the American Civil War
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(1864-1865), and trench warfare was constant during the Second Boer War
(1899-1902), the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905), and the Balkan Wars
(1912-1913). These conflicts showed that modern firepower combined with
entrenched positions gave a decisive advantage to the defender, yet European
observers failed to learn any lessons from these conflicts, and the scale of trench
warfare in World War I far eclipsed anything seen before or since, especially on
the Western Front. Since the Industrial Revolution, arms and materiel output had
increased by orders of magnitude, as had the quality and uniformity of the
products. Several developments had already taken place in the years building up
to the conflict, stepping stones towards the vast escalation in military innovation
which took place immediately prior to and during World War I. Chief among these
was the invention of smokeless gunpowder, which took place concurrently
among several powers between 1890 and 1905. This was a crucial development,
as it eliminated the literal "fog of war" which in vast quantities obscured the
battlefield entirely and on an individual level both gave away the position of
marksmen and made it impossible for them to fire accurately unless they moved
away from their own smoke-cloud. Further innovations included the adoption into
service of the first belt-fed machine guns, predecessors of those which would
wreak such slaughter in the trenches, and the development of cannon which did
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not roll backwards after each shot as 19th century pieces did, but remained fixed
in place.
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